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:ABSTRACT /
Noting that while auch has been said about pcivacy
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moral tension created bx an in v al's desire to conceal
embarrassing facts and the rnalist's proclivity to disclose them.
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Justices Hugo,Bldck and William O. Douglas, giving almost exclusive
weight to First Amendloent concerns; (2,) Thomas Emersonrs definitional
approacb, which calls for fun protec.tion of pri'vacy, even when
privacy runs &muter to a free Kess; and .(3) the standard set forth
by Alexander Meikeljohn, refinqA by Edward Bloustein and
operationalized by Randal/ Bezanson, which defines newsworthitess in
terms of the'purpose of self-government: elle concluding section
offersian appraisal of each theory.in terms of its contribution to
legal theory and, mores -pragmatically, each theory's contribution to a
workable compromise betwepn newsworthiness and invasion of privacy.
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ANIMALISM, PRIVACY, AND EMBARRpSING FACTS:
I

. A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE NEWSWO7, THINESS DEFENSE. .

,1

The right of- privacy and freedom ofithe press may come in conflict in a

."
variety of ways, but the oldest controversy--and the most serious from a Jour-

nalistic perspective--arises from the unauthorized publication of true but en-
,

barrassing facts. To be sure, when private facts are both offensive to a:

reasonable person and of no legitimate public concern,.their publication con:

-stitutes a civil tort, a wrongful act fdr which the press is fully responsible
r ? i

ander the corkon law of privacy. while-the First Amendment protects a robust
i . . :

and uninhibited press,
1

there appears to be no Constitutional privilege,to

parlder to vulgar curiosity by publishing lurid gossip.

1/4,___

Unwanted and Unnecessary publicity lies at the core of the common!law of .

privacy. Its history begins in 1890 frith the publication of Samuel Warren!s
a

F

and Louis Brandeis' Harvard Law Review article on "The Right to Privad9,-" a

seething attack oh journalism's )nvasion'of "the precincts of privateand

dome'stic life."
2

When in 1960 William Prosser 'reformulated.privacy into fpur'f

distinct torts,
3

public disclosure of embarrass.ing facts:--whAt Kalven.calls

thet"mass communication tort of privacy"4-2retained its status'as the "true"

or "pure.invasion of privacy; the Other torts, one comment .tor suggests, "are

offspring from the wrong.side of.the blanket; scions of meretricious liasions

V sr

between privacy and the torts of trespass, defamation, and . . . trade-mark

.infrin§ement."
5

.In short, embarrassing facts as needs remains the tncipal
,

privacy controversy, an issue of Constitutional proportion insofars "hews". ,

a

fails within the purview of the First.Amendment.

Although the Supreme Court let pass a recent opportunity to ermine
-

the Constitutionality of the public disclosure tort,6 the courts dinarily

"protect any press report "of public or general interest, inclird stories .
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"concerning Anteresting phases of human activity.."
7

Under the common law priv-

4

ilege of "newsworthiness," embarrassing facts as news would not, in principle,

. qualify as an invasion of privacy. In practice, however, the newsworthiness

defense offers a confused and problematic answer tpthe question of vitiat

constitutes.a tortuous public disclosure. Understandably, the courts are reTuc-
%

tant tb even define news or newAorthy, especially. since the Supreme Court ex-

pressly advised against "committing this task to the conscience of judges. "8

But with the press as the sole arbiter of its own defense, newsworthiness is

. t

defined descriptively, not normatively, and the judiciary is left with a strictly

empirical and hopelessly tautological view of the newsmaking process. news is

./
whatever journalists say pit is.9 As attractive as this view may be to the press,

:it presents an almost insurrmounble barrier for the plaintiff. Realistically,

/
how can an individual demonstrate invasion of priv,aGy by the press when vir-

tually everything published by the press qualifies as news and is therefore

privileged'as "newsworthy"? As Kalveeobserves, the defense- of newsworthinesv

: may be "so overpowering as virtually to swallow the tort."10

Since the courts have neither a(ivanced nor adopted a unified theory of

news., the concept of newsworthiness "has, no generally. accepted meaning, nor

one that can be poured into it."
11

And yet, without a workable apd defensible

definition of newsworthy, judges and juries are afforded no realistic guidance

and Plaintiffs are extend no effective protection:

tP4While much has bee sard gout privbcy and the defense of newsworthiness:!
2

there appears to be only three broadly,distinguishable-;and largely disparate7-
.

theOries, none. ofIllem in circulation lorivenOugh to have influenced the courts.

In an effort to critically examine these theories, this paper begins with a brief

ti

`-

overvie)4b-fiffeaRlictibetween privacy and a free press; with an emphasis on
4

the legal and moral tension created by -an sn individual' desire to conceal
NA
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embarrassing facts and the journalist's proclivity to disclose them. Prec ded 4

.

by a description of the three theories of newsworthiness, i<he concluding,section

offers An appraisal of each theory in terms of its contribution to legal theory
f \

and, more pragmatically .; as a,;cohtribution to a workable compromise bdtween

newsworthiness And invasiveness.

g o.

Privacy Rigiis and aFree Press
. .

Privacy has been defined in a variety of ways, from a broad right "to be
. .

let alone"13 what Westin believes is an essential aspect of self-determination.14

It has been said that-privacy insures 'autonomy, identity, and intimacy",
15

it

preserves human digpity and fosters individuality;
16

it is ., the right not to

participate in the collective life--the.right to shu out the community."7 At`'
1

,

the very least, privacy is cofterned with an individual accessibility to others:

"the extent to which we are known ta others,. the extent to which others have

physical access to us, and the extent to which we are the subject of others'

attentibn."18 Broadly and ultimately, privacy has been described as a natural

right, what Marhell calls the "inalienable right of the individual.to h14,016in;

vio1atd the fortress of :elf."19 =1

Natural right or not, the Supreme Court did not r,ecognize privacy as
r

a

Constitutional right until 1965.
20

Like many other Constitutional protections,

however, the privacy right Created by the Court in Griswold v. Connecticut

serves only to protect individuals from an overbearing and too powerful government.

Just as the First Amendment does not ordinarily function as a safeguard.against
. -

private abridgement of expression, the Griswold Court's construction of a privacy

t-

right offers no protection against private--as opposed to governmental -- intrusion.

As the New York Supreme C4irf recently held, "There is no legal extension of tiie

Constitution so as to afford protection to one private party from acts of another

privdte person or corporate entity. "21
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Whatever prot tiOn might
.1exist from invasion of privacy by the press s,

eltherefore,, a matte of common law or statutory law, not Constitutional law.
ti

But since any law that resericts or inhibits free expreSsion is likely to come

in conflict with tile Constitution,_pArticuTarly t Farst Amendment, the conflict
0 .

.

between privacy and freedom of the press is typically a lopsided conflict be-

tween common law and Constitutional- law. aMost inevitably, a free press prevails

---b:ecause the Constitution .and its amendments necessarily take "precedence over

any competing, non-constitutional policy."
221

Consequently, the common law of

privacy--espedially the public disclosure tort, which often runs counter to the

rmdemands of the Fist Amendment--appears to be Constitutionally infi. To effec-

I
tively protect an individual from publicationtof embarrassing facts would require

the courts to limit the scope-of the First Amendment, a Constitutional controversy

in which few judges are anxious to become involved.

Under the guise of "newsworthiness," the courts have thus extended excep-

tionally broad protection to the press, even under those circumstance's when the

,ress obviouily exploits its privilege to report the news. The foremost public

disclosure case, Sidis v. F-R Publishing Corp.,
23

serves well to illustrate the

tension LAtween privacy claimS.And a free press, and underscores as well the

judiciary's resolve to define newsworthiness so broidly that, as Kalven feared,

not much remains oftherprivacy tort. Often.dpscribed as a classic case, Sidis

40
involved a orie-time child prodigy, William James Sidis, who sued for invasion.

of privacy wheri the New Yorker magazpe published an article that not only

"dredged up the public past of a person who wanted the wollld to forget his past"
p

but exposed the more recent past of a Verson who "gave up.all professional
am- '4

.

bitions for a
.

life as a semi-recluse.empleyed in relatively mindless jobs.
"24

. .

-of-1,-eikes----of dit..161es on -formerly prominent indivIdUaTs, "Where Are They

.

Now? April Fool" recounted Sidis' early days as an eleven year-old Harvard

6

1
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mathematics lecturer, his-graduation from Harvard College at sixteen, his thee

years at Harvard Law School, and his faculty position at q universitylin Texas.

voBut the truly intrusive aspedts,4of the artitTt\focuged on Sigdis' physical char-

acteristics, his mannerisms., his living conditions, andYironical)y, the fact

that Sidis scorned publicity. AccordTngly, the thirty-nine year-.old eccentric--

o.who had lived in relative obscurity for nearly eleven years--charged that the -

New Yorker article exposed him to "unwanted and undesired pubilcitx" and sub-

jected him to cu',public scorn, ridile, arlcontempt.!'26

Finding no relevant case ''which he'd the 'right of privacy' to be violated .

by a newspaper or magazine publishing a correct account of one's life orpdoings,"

the District "Court/for Southern New York dismissed Sidis' privacy claims.27

The Second Circuit Court of,Appeals.affirmed the dismissal: so long as the

press confines itself to "the unembroidered dislemin0Jon of facts," the,Court.

\ 28held, the "prying of the press" deserves l'p irotgction Only when public rive-
.

lations are "so intimate and so unwarranted in view of the victim's position as

to outrage the community's notion of decency" would privacy claims outweigh the
4.

public's interest in information29

. The "community' notion of decency" standard was clarified somewhat by

the Ninth:Circuit Court orAppeals in Virgil v. Time, Inc.,"'a case involving

a Sports Illustrated account'o1~ the strange behavior 31
of a body surfer named

Mike Virgil. Vhe Virgil Court flatly, yejeoted the proposition, that the neirs-:.

worthiness p rivileg e extends to all true statements:

'To hold thats.privilege extends to all true statements would seem

to deny the existence of "private" facts, for if faCts be facts--

that is, if they be-true--they would not (at least to the press)

S

be private, and the press would 4e free to p ublicize them to the

extent it sees fit. The extent to which areas of'11/2riva0 continue

to exist, then, would appear to be based not o? rights bestowed by

f
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law but on the taste and discretion of the press. We cannot accept

the result.
32

7
Instead, the Court,of Appeals in Virgil proposed that a line be drawn between

t

information to which the public is entitled'and publicity which becomes nothing

more than " a morbid and sensational prying into private lives for its own sake

with which A reasonable member of the public, with decent standards, would say

that he had no afncern."! 33' tiOne fieless, a district court in California, to--

which Virgil was remanded, fOund the Sports Illustrated article "simply not

offensive to the degree of morbidity or sensationalism" necessary for an in-
,

tionable privacy claim 34 "Any'rea'sonible person reading the Sports Illustrated

article," the lowercourChncluded, "would have to conclude that the personal

facts concerning Mike Virgil were included as a legitimate journaliStic attempt

/'
to .explain Virgil's extremely daring and dangerous style of bodysurfing."

35

Thus if the appellate courts in.Sidis and Virgil recognize the importance

of -nand perhaps even promote/-a sense of decency on the part of the press, it

- is not cle4r that 0e,courts have.come to grips with the specific issue of the

morality Of unauthorized and unwanted publicity. Does the press lose its 'f'dnse

of decency" because it.dprives someone of privacy or because it dales community

standards? More to the poPt, can privacy be defined in terms ordommunity

standards? From this judiciary's pe'rspective, what are the questions and issues

relevant to a prima facie case? Indeed, it is t always clear that the courts--

especially the Sidis and Virgil courts--fully appreciate that the right of

priyacy "refers to the right of the individual to exclude society from his

private life, not the right of the community to be spared unpleasant and seamy.

stories."36

a

`Embarrasing Facts as News

While the Supreme Court recognizes a "zone otorivacy surrounding every

8
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individual," and while the Court further recognizes the state's legitimate interest

in protecting an indivtdual'from "intrusion _by the press, "37 little has been done

to define the contours of such a "zone" or to retard the journalist's ability to

\..penetrate it. There are, of course, those few instances when the courts have up-
.

held the plaintiff's privacy claims. In Barber v. Time, Inc.,
3'8

for example,

the press enjoyed no privilege to publish intimate details--along with a photograph--

'of a hoSpita4 lized women's gross obesity. Similacily, in Daily Times De mocrat v.
..,t

.

Gi-aham,
39

'publication of a photograph of a woman whose dress had been blown

above her waist by.a jet of air at a tun h&Ase proved to bp an invasion of her

privacy. Finally, in Melvin 'v. Reid,
40

a court found in favor of a reformed pros-

titute whose privacy had been violated by a movi4 depicting her as a prostitute

and dramatizing hen real -life, role in a murder trial; despite the essential accuracy

of the movie porti-ayal, the s ccessful rehabilitation of the plaintiff proved

7
--

to be moze,important than the ubl,c's interest in her former activit ies. But

for themth part these are thel exceptions, not the rule, even judict21 tolerance

has its limits.

Signifieintly, since Time, Inc. v. Hill in 1967141 when the Supreme Court

applied to privacy the Constitut onal fault standard used to protect tte press

in libel litigation, there has be n no reported case "in which a plaintiff has

succeeded in finally recovering d rnages for truthful disclosure by the press."42

Although Hill involves the "false light" tort, ,it is significant that the Court

cites with approval a number -actionabl e cases bi.bught.to court under the

public disclosure tort.
43

As in 1 bel, truth may soon emerge as an unqualified

defehse against an individualTpr vary claims. Both the press and the courts

seem to agree that the First Amendment stands out as "the predominant factor in

determining tee scope of an individual's right to sue the media for portrayals

that impinge upon is privacy."
44

observation offers a s '5cinct summary

of the present state of the public disclosure tort: "An attorney who accepts
4 4.



a-disclosure case on a contingency fee basis is either desperate or extremely

dedicated.

If the newsworthiness privilege appears to be overwhelming in Sidis, its

scope is virtually boundless today. With "truth" and "news" used interchangeably,

the newsworthiness defense becomes the defense of truth. Is thereno news the

public can be asked to forgo?

The vague and ambiguous defense ofi newsworthiness fails to protect an in%

dividuill3 interest in privacy if for no other reason than -the terms used to ,7

define ."newsworthiness;' are themselves vague and ambiguous. When the carts

else a "public interest" standard to distinguish between news and other kinds of

freshly acquired inform a ion, do they mean "of public interest" or "in the

public interest"? The courts obviously prefer the former', ince information

"of public interest" js a simple empirical question to which the press is more

than willing to contribute its ready answer.
46

Even the Virgil Court, with its

emphasis on information "of iegitimate concern to the public," fails to explicate

a workable doctrine that might reasonably define such terms as "concern" and

"public." Does "concern" denote a need to knbw or merely a keen interest?

And does "public" refer to a publication's general audience or, as political
.

scientists and sociologists use the term, a collectivity of individuals "who_ ,
. . --

regard themselves as likely to become'inyolved in the consequences of an event

and are sufficiently concerned to interest themselves in the posibility of control"?
,

4Should the courts opt for protecting only information the public inter-

est," are they prepared to distinguish between publications which entertain or

amuse and publications which inf6rm or educate? And would .such. a distinction

be of-any'Co stftutional consequence? In other words, does the First Amendment

apply with ess force to a "frivolous" press as opposed to a "serious'! press?

These are only a few of the questions'to which a coherent theory of news-

worthinesTiight address itself. If ,nothing else, such a theory must identify,

J

0

10 : O. .
_ , ...



conceptually and. operationally--the limits to the newsworthiness defense. More-.
7. .

, r-
over, a theory oranewsworthinesS weleld.need to' reconcile society's interest

. . J
in protecting an individ3al's privacy with society's interest in free expression.

:

1

4? .
-

Theories of Newsworthiness

I

In light of the concern over the conflict between privacy and feedOni of
.

the press, the, courts may soon be ready to adopt--if not formulate on their

own--a theory of newsworthinesg. Do this end,. three existing thebries may
., ...-4

prove instructive: (i) the Black-Douglas doctrine, which gives almost exclusive

weight to'First Amendmenticoncerns; (ii) Emerson's definitional approach, which

calls for full priiection'of privacy, even when privacy runs counter to a free

press; and (iii) a Meikeljohni standard-- refited by Bloustein and oper4ational-

ized by Bezanson--which defines newsworthiness in terms of the purpose of self-

government.

The Black - Douglas DactrIne

As absolutists, Justices .Black and Douglas prefer a strict anti, literal

interpretation of the First Amendment. There is, Douglas said in his concurring

opinion in Cox Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn, "no power on the part of government,

to suppress or penalize the publication of 'news of the day."47 The First

Amendment; from the perspective of Black and Douglas, means no laws abridging

freedom orthe press, and that would include the common law of privacy as well

as efforts by state legislatures to protect their citizens from an, intrusive

press.' When Douglas expressed his support for privacy in Griswold, it was state

intrusion, not private intrus1on, he sought to eliminate. Decidedly, the privacy

right articulated by Douglas in Griswold serves to enhance freedom of expression

by protecting the "right to. know", within the narrow context of Griswold, privacy

appears to be fully consistent with an absolutist's reading of the FirstAmendment.
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When freedom of the presOs at stakd, it is,.for Douglas, "irfelevot to
.

talk of any right of privacy.
"48

Both.Douglas and Black reject the "weighing

process" whereby compromise might be reached bqween privacy rights and a free
1

press. In his concurring opinion in Time, Inc. v. Hill, in which Douglas joined,

.
....

Black wrote: .

. if the judiciai balancing choice of constitutional ch anges is to

be adopted by this Court, I cou'd wish it had not started on the

First Amendment. The free oms guaranteed by that Amendment are

essential freedoms infarg-O ernment like ours. That Amendment

was deliberately written,. languagedesigned to put its freedoms

beyond the reach'of government to change while it remained un-
1

repealed. Pf judges have, however, by their own fiat today created

a right of privacy equal toor superior to the right of a free

press that the Constitution created, then tomqrrow and the next

day and the next: judges can create more rights that balance away

other cherished Bill of Rights freedoms. If there is any one thing

that could strongly indicate that the .founders were wrong Yn reposidg

so much trust in a free pr5ss, I would sugoest that it would belt'

for the press itself not to wake up to tt'e grave danger to its

freedom, inhdrent and certain in this "weighing procss."49
.

c 0 I
Both justices eyen rtject the "actual malice" standard as essentially unconsti-

tutional since it expressly narrows the apit of thg First Amendment. As a

standard of liability, "knowing or reckless falsity" is, in Douglas words, an

"Olisive exception': to the Firs.t Amendment, an abridgement of speech which glpes

the jury "broad scope and a most unfettered discretion."
50

Thus,.while many

commentators see Hill as an important step,toward protecting the press, Black

and Douglas view it as one more attempt to constrain what would, otherwise be

afree press.

N
1
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Given their views on the viability 4of Pross "false light" tort and
4

the standard of liability used by the,Court in Hill, there is little ddubt.

thalt Black and Douglas would not support in any way press likkility.fpr pub-
.

.

..%,

lishing ;rtie bilt embarrassing f4cts. To betsure, ,Black AO Douglas stand
.

.

firm ip their conviction'that a free4press Cannot withstand the kind of balancing
. .

approach thtcourts must us the common law Of privacy is to survive. That
,

,
the newsviorthiness defense seems to be decimating the, publics disclosure tort.

woold-be ?f little'concern ile Black and Douglas. "The press will be ',free'
,.

.-

46 ,
'trine First Amendment sense," Douglas once said, "when. the ,fudge -made qualifi-.

.,
.

.

cations of that freedom areEwithdrawn."51 'Under the Black -Douglas doctrine, inthat
,1 , , .. .

.
- short, the press would have an unqualif, ied4privflege to report the ,day's news, .

.even if such reportage invaded the iiry.;acyof those individuals abou'e whtch,the
1..

ft-*
press reports. Black and Douglas thuseOffer a simple but effective resolution-

., ,,

4,
j

. 1

of 'the confTict between privacy, and l'ublicitv:. no liability for the press.

E4fson:s.Detibitionai Approach .pv44.14
.

Like *lack and Douglas, Emerson re!ects a balancing or weighing approach,

.

'Unlike Black uglas, however, Emerson confronts the conflict betwtWprivacy

, .0
0

and freedom of the press by delineating the privacy right and by reserving full
.., -..,1.,

proteCtion for it;
.

that is, he .uses a detinfiional approach, an effort 'to.
;.,:.

.
.

define the right of privacy and thp "accord.that rightfull protection against
.

.

claims based on,freedom, of the press. "52 For Emerson, the right of privacy calls
,

,

.53for7protection for the individu#1 against all fonms of collective pressure.

Not limited.to state or governmental intrusion, Emerson's theory would support

\,press liabifity--albeit,strictly limited liabilit?--for invading an individual's

zone of privacy.

, In Emerson's vie w, freedom Of the press serves social interests; whereasA
pri'vacy serves'the individual; and "the individuai righliof privacy would plainly

' take precedence over the collective interest.;54 Indeed, Emersdn would go so

r\

(5
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1

far as to protect the individual "against intrusion by anyrule regulation,

* "
or practice f the-society in its collective capacity"; thus the First Amend-

ment 'would b subordinate to the requipments of the privacy right.45

-\
, Interestingly, Emerspn's'concern fOr privacy is rOoted in his desire ,to main-

tain an effective system of freedom of expression. More often than not, freedom

of expression an d privacy dte mutually supportive, especially when they combine

to enhance individual self-fulfillment. When the two arein conflict, however,

'$merion uses as his guiding principle the need to protect only that right which

does not injure 'another person, For this reason, when privacy ,and freedom of

the press come in confljct with each other, Emerson believes the rightof privacy

;-

ti

should prevail.

4

. .

f .
The Arivacy Emerson wants to protect extends only to "matters related to

),

V.
f.

ttie.intimate details-df a person's life: ,those activities, ideas or emotions
. .

,

il.;

which one does not share.with others or shares on.4+ with those who are (013Test."56

'Although Emerson , does not offer an exhaustive list of protected "activi tiet*.

ideas or emptions,"%he cites, for example, family relations, bodify functions,

and sexual relations. He would unequivocally exclude from proyction any vio-
. 0.

latioh privacy resulting from publication of any officia)ly public document

Moreover, Everson would -afford the press some -"breathing space"

wften discuWng the. public conduct of public figures or public officials; indi-

viduals "who operate in the limelight," Emerson masons, "cannot expect the

same degree of privacy about their personal lives. "57

"'yin sumo 'the protection Emerson,woulq extend to the press is broad and'

encompassing, the pre§s would be held liable for disclosing embarrassing facts

only1when those facts "touched the inner core of intimacy."58 Privacy would

indeed prevpil over)the First Amendment, but privacy, for Emerson, is darrowly,

defined and, in'theory, defihe d precisely enough for the Courts to be able to

deCide whervand,where Vie newsworthiness defense applies.

14
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A Meikeljohnian Standard-

13

. Blousteiri aneBezanson,,in separate but related articles, put forth a

theory of.newsworthiness rooted in the First Amendment theory of Alexander

Meikeljohn. In brief, peikeljohn's interpretation of the first Athendment

rests on the fundamental importance of the right to know, not the right to speak.

For Meikeljohn, the right to speak is essentially a private, right, whereas the
, .

right to know is a public right;'and it is only the public's right to know, in

Meikeljohn's view, which deserves full First Amendment,protection. "What is

essential, he argues, is "not that everyone shall speak" but that "everything

worth saying shall be said."59 The goal of the First Amendment, Meikeljohn is

convinced, is nbt to sustain "unregulated talkativeness."6° From Meikeljohn's-

perspective, First Amendment protection for the right to know is justified as

a necessity of self-government, it is essential that citizens be exposed to

tpexpression% which bear upon "issues with which voters have to 116;1.
"61

Bloustein understands it, Meikeljohn's contention is this:

The test for freedom of speed? under the first amendment is whether

discussion of the given suyject matter contributes to the public
ti

ftunderstanding essential to self-government. If the communication

fulfills this purpose, it should not be restricted. If Pnoes

not fulfill this purpose, the communication may be subject to

reasonable limitation in the public interest just like the,exercise

orally other private right.
62

Accordingly, Bloustein proposes a "test of relevance" which, if not met, would

justify reasonable restrictions On the public disclosure of embarrisking facts.

gloustein's relevance test is, simply, "whether, what is published concerning

, a private life is relevant to the public understanding necessary to the purposes

of self-government.
,63

i'hus while Bloustein would supportiln "unqualified first

amendment right of the public to learn about those aspects of private livest

.
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which are'relevaot to the necessities of self-government," he would.support
. .

only ,a goal 'led FiftkAmendment right of a publisher to "satisfy public curl-
4

osity and'publish lurid .gossip about private lives.
,64

Moustein:s test of relevance is greatly enhanced by Bezansor's efforts
t

to demonstrate that not all public disclosures are "equally entitled to consti-
t,

tutioual-prtvilege.
"65

Although, curiously, Bezanson makes no explicit reference
.

to Meiki0jotin, his distinction between the communicative value of a disclosure
,..r. . .

. '..

j
\itOand,its rivirvalue closely parallels Meikeljohn's distinction between the pub-

lic and. .private uses of speech. In Bezanson's attempt to balance privacy claims

.and free4orli of the' press, the role of the disclosure--its communicative value

versus its impact value--will decide its constitutional value.
66

He would

accept t face value the "newsworthiness" of whatever appeared in the press.

t "But 'to conclude that every article pnd every invasive public disclosure published

by the pretr'Is newsworthy, "Bezanson cautions, "is-not to .conclude that every
., .

newsworthy disci° re should be constitutionally privileged."
67'

Vicificallytt,LBynson distinguishes between the First Amendment protection

of the news sft-y and First Amendment protection of the tortious disclosure--a
. .

...
i .

distinction betweeb the substance and means of expression.
68

Bezanson would
.. ,..

want the courts.to-examine the nexus between the disclosed facts and the sub-
.

stanCeibLthe article.
69

Does the disclosure narrow the reader's perspective
1

h
.v.

or foreclose reader"
70,

understanding? Is the disclosure used
.

to enhance the

sulljeat matter of the article or is it used to attract reader interest?
71

In

other words, if the disclosure is reasonably communicative, it deserves First

Ainendment'protection; if, however, its principal value is impact, privacy rights

would prevail.
01-

Bookth Bloustein and Bezanson are concerned with the need to know, they

differ, however, ph their level of analysis. While Bloustein talks about the.

4
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public's need to know, Bezanson refers to the reader's need o,know. The dif-

. - -

.

. ...

. ference betwden."public" and "reader" is, perhaps, more ap0a1 fent.than real:

whether the analysis focuses on tie-'value of the disclosure to.society in
0

4/
general or the reader in particular, its value--what Bezanso.calls its comu-

.

\ i # .

nicative dimension--will determine its First Amendmentaproteaio
0
n and, in the

.

"
.

.
.

end, iMpose limits on the defense of newsworthiness.. ,.
' ,4, 1

'--4( N..
.

Newsworthiness Reconsidered ,/,
,.

-J
The Black- Douglas doctrine is an appetling solution t/o the press-privacy.

\controversy only to the extent that society has no interest 1,p freedom from.

f ';
the press. Given tare pervasive presence offrodern mddiaof Opmunication,

,

3
public disclosure of private fdqs. is today far more damaging than it was nearly,

a century ago when Warren a nd Brandeis introduced the "rjght t9- privacy." For

B14ck and louglas to argue against any for the press-7even ,when the

press aimlessly turns a private affair into a public spectacle--is. to deny the

need hold the press accountable for its actions. If the press remains re-
-

sponsiA only to marketplace forces,as,Black and Douglas would prefer, What

inceaiv. is there for journalists to protect what Warren and Brandeis call.

tip "inviolate personality" of the individual?
72 ,r

More iMprotantly, the Black-Douglas doctrine of "no,liability for the

press" indiscrtmlnately protects all journalistic expression, regardless, of
A 1\ 4

quality or value. As attractive as this approach may be to tie press, the un-

fortunate implicat*On is that anything the press. may publish is, ipso factO,

of value to society. While there is good,reason not to provide government, in-

Cludip the judiciary, an opportunity to decide at whim what constitutes quality
. . .

Journalism, there is a pressing, need to adopt an objective standard to .which

the courts might turn when fated with a press more damaging to individuals, than

1.4 411.,
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valuable to society. Without such A standtard-,without a theory of'newsworthiness--
, .

, .
.

. ,

there can be"no protection against invasion of privacy by the press.
.

The .

4 .

Slack-Douglas doctrine, therefore, does not offer a solution to the problems of
.

.
an intrusive press, insteadt; Black and Dquglas contend that the Rroblem is not of

sufficient consequence to justify any liability fOr,the press. Slack and Douglas

' thus offer a theory of the First, Amendment wholly at oddsWith a society strug-

gling to define "vital information,"73 a view of the Constitution in which the

'public i unable to direct or channel, let alone constrain, the awesome power

of the press.
I'

In contrast to Slack and Douglas, Emerson recognizes the need for the in-

M

dividual to know "to what extent privacy will be protected," the need for the

press to be able "to assess its potential li'ability for infringement," and the

need for the Courts to have "appropriate guidelines for accommodating these of-

ten conflicting (ais."74 Emerson is concerned with prOtecting "certain areas

of individual autonomy, identidr and intimacy",
75

his approach to the problem.
'

.

of an intrusive press focuses on the individual, not society, and the success of

his theory rests on.an operationally clear definition of "matters related to the

intimate details of life."76

As conceptually compelllng'as Emerson's Ofipitional approach may be, it
. .

is not quite what Emerson hopes will someday be a workable theory of privacy.

For Emerson, privacy is a "developing right," and one "cannot eTct it to take

final, concretk shape at this point in oar history?' Although Emerson prefers

a leg'al doctrine that expresses itself in definitional terms, he is unable to

articulate with sufficient precision the limits to the privacy right he wants

to protect. In his most recent effort to reconcile the right of, privacy with

ffeedom oethe press, Emerson concludes:
/ .

In strict theory the'reconciliation should be accomplished through

development of a careful definition of privacy, and material falling
.

s
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within that carefully defined sphere would then be afforded full
A
0

protection. Thts approach would seem to follow from the very

nature of the right to privacy--protection for the individual

against all forms of collective pressure. Unfortunately there '

has been no agreement on such.a definition. Hence no unified
at

theory of the right of privacy; which would serve as the,foun-

dation for constitutional protection of the various kinds of

interests, which we intuitively group under the notion of privacy,

has been forthcoming. This Article has not olved that problem.78

Consequently, Emerson is, willing to settle for the very approich he ini-

4

V tially rejects. 1:Accepting a balancing theory," Emerson writes, ':the effort

should. be directed toward developing, refining, and giving specifid weight to the

various considerations which go into the balancing process. ;179
The further devel-

opment of the privacy tort will not, Emerson believes, "pose erious threat to

freedom of the press.
"80

A "fair accommodation" between pr ivacy claims and a free

press andra little more concentratjon 'on the "privacy side of the equation" would,

in Emerso 6 view, yield a satisfactory standard of liability for the press

Whe her balancing is used or not: however, Emerson offers some insightful

clues as to where privacy begins and ends, and conceptually, he offers of =par-
.

tant rationale for giving serious consideration to the individual first and then

to the tdllective interests of society:* Clearly,- Emerson would not extend the

newsworthiness privilege to any expression "of public interest." Unlike Brack

and Douglasi Emerson advocates a basis for recovery against the press, although,

regrattiry, a full understanding of what constitutes an invasive public disclosure
. .

must anait a more careful delineation of privacy in general, intimacy in particular.

If Emerson gives. considerable weight to indiOdual interests, Bloustein and

Bezanson focus on the other side of the continuum; their approach calfs for an

emphasis on the social or public value of private facts. Bloustein, following

19
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Meialjohn successfully unravels the "confusion between the public's consti-

tutional right to be informed . . , the publisher's constitutional right

to publish private gossip, and the public's thirst for lurid details of any

private life ";82 and Bezanson identifies'With great clarity the precise role

of. the disclosure, its value Co the reader,dand thus "the extent of constitu-

tional protection to which it is entitled.
"83

Together , they offer an mores-
._,

-

'5,1.ye outline of a theory of newsworthiness based on a "right to know" inter-

pretation of the First Amendment.
. .

Bloustein's understanding of the First Amendment involves both an appre-
.

ciation for the privacy of the individual and respect for society's need for an

informed electorate. Hoilappreciates the "anguish and mortification," the "blow

to human dignity" that may result froM an "unwanted witness" to private life.84

At the same time, be recognizes the importance of a press free to inform and

enlighten its readers. To establish an effective compromise between freedom of

the press and the often cgdntervailing interest in privacy, Bloustein identifies

and resorves the ambiguities of "newsworthiness." He thus calls for a distinc-

r

tion between "public interest," meaning curiosity, and "public interest,"

meaning the "value to the publiciof receiving information of governing importance." 85

ally- the latter, in Bloustein's view-, deserves full First Amendment protection,
.+

the former--the public's curiosity--may be restricted when privacy is threat-

ened. ''The privacy of an individual may only be invaded by mass publication

when that publication is relevant to the purposes of self-government," BlouStein

argues. "In all other cases 'the right af the Publisher should be subject to

reasonable restriction in order to protect the publiciinterest in privacy.
86

For both Bloustein and Bezanson, newsworthiness is defined in terms of the

,quality and relevance of the public disclosure. As Bezanson puts,it, "a public

disclosure that narrows the reader's perspective r forecloses reader understand-
.

6

ing ought to be entitled to less constitutional protection than,one that deepens

20
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and enhances understanding and perspective.
,8
,
7

Thus the Aeikeljohnian standard
) , 4 .,

advanced by Bloustein and Bezanson nal only protects the vital information
.

the public needs to know but protects as well an individual's solitude; it both
. .

imposes limits on the press AndliMits on priVacy.
.

Until and unless Emerson's theory is developed to the point where privacy .

is fully and clearlydefinede the works of Moustein and Bezansonor a creative

synthesis of the two- -would appear to be the most attractive solution to the

conflict between privaty and freedom of the press.
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